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ICA establishes talent development initiative to promote industry best practices
--Talent development audit results unveiled at first-time gathering of industry leaders-Toronto, ON. The Institute of Communication Agencies (ICA) (http://www.icacanada.ca) -- the
professional business association representing Canada’s communications and advertising
agencies -- is pleased to announce the first step of an industry-leading talent development
initiative to provide support and leadership in workforce retention and performance
development. The group’s first initiative was an extensive audit of talent development practices
within the industry. The results were unveiled today to a think tank gathering of talent
development industry leaders at ICA’s Executive Education Centre in Toronto.

Top-line results provide guidelines to create top-level performance
Spearheaded by the ICA, the objective of the audit is to establish a benchmark of the current
state of talent development within the industry with the intention of building a longitudinal
leadership study of attitudes and best practices. Some highlights of audit findings include: ICA
member agencies show a strong resolve to maintain and, in some cases, grow talent development
budgets despite challenging economic factors that are keeping budgets in check. Among those
increasing their budgets there is a desire to invest in the ‘human side’ – using talent development
investment as a means to attract and maintain the best employees. Leaders in the industry are
recognizing just how important attraction and retention will be to long term success.

“ICA’s intention is to be the catalyst of a new community of talent development leaders,” said
Gillian Graham, CEO, ICA. “We believe that collectively the industry can rise up to renew a
commitment to creativity and work engagement. Our goal is to identify best practice conditions
that engage our people, our talent, to become continuous learners in how to elevate the genius of
the ideas, and the creativity we bring to everything we do,” she added.
Building a stronger industry through community-wide engagement
One of the ICA’s mandates is to help members attract, develop and nurture the best possible
talent. While many industry leaders subscribe to the principles of talent development, the reality

of implementing ongoing programs in individual companies can be overpowering or simply
economically unfeasible.

“The ICA vision to activate a community is to shape best practices on talent development
industry-wide,” added Suzanne Filiatrault, director, talent development, ICA. “The intention is
to provide agency management leadership with the support, inspiration, tools, techniques and
strategies they need to ride out short-term performance pressure and deliver more consistently on
the organizational talent development strategy they champion for their organization.”

ICA members recognize that by involving themselves in industry initiatives they benefit from
access to knowledge that they might not otherwise gain and also by being part of a larger
community working together to identify the best operating approaches for a highly volatile
communications landscape.

“It’s kind of like flying a plane while blindfolded,” says Rob Woyzbun, managing director,
Vector Media. “Operating in an ambiguous, unpredictable environment is certainly a thrill ride.
The value of being involved with leading talent development initiatives within the ICA is that we
validate and learn about own approaches by seeing what’s working elsewhere, and we participate
in guiding the way forward for the industry and by association, our own enterprise.”

About the ICA
The Institute of Communication Agencies or the ICA (http://www.icacanada.ca) is the
professional business association which represents Canada’s communication and advertising
agencies. The ICA’s mission is to champion commercial creativity, amplify the industry’s
economic impact, and to embrace and drive change. As such, the ICA promotes thought
leadership, higher standards and best practices. It serves as the largest source of information,
advice, education and training for Canada’s communication and advertising industry. ICA’s
member agencies and subsidiaries account for over 75 per cent of all national advertising in
Canada, with an economic impact worth more than $19 billion annually. More information
about the ICA and its initiatives can be found at www.icacanada.ca or follow on Twitter
@icacanada.
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